1. A solution of the problem of local equivalence of conformally Riemannian structures. -Suppose that ^admits a conformally Riemannian structure. Then we are given a covering of M by coordinate neighbourhoods Uy.^ each admitting a function A\ with values in the linear group GL{n^ 7?), such that on Uy.C\U^ the function
gy.^X^M^X^\
where M^= [^a/^^l? has values in the group G of non-zero scalar mul-'es of the orthogonal n x n matrices. We define on Uy, the coframes tipl^y
,-==LXy,dX^ Va== \Xy,\-^n^ŵ
here [ Xy, denotes the absolute value of the determinant of A\.
In this paper we shall use the local Riemannian metric ^a^a on U^. Letya be the connection form calculated relative to the coframe ^a? so that (l.i) <^a+TaA ^a^O, and let the curvature form^a^^T where the real-valued i-form Ua on V y, is a given bŷ a==^(</a).
We look for the relation between these forms on overlapping neighbourhoods Vy,r\ V^. Since 9 is defined globally, it follows that IX-n?+ (j^a--^3) i} A S == o and consequently, since the components Q^' of 9 are independent, the components of the i-form But it follows from (1.5) that A set of linearly independent components of 0, Ila and ^a forms a moving coframe on Vy,. This covering of B by moving coframes determines a structure on B in the sense of S. CHERN [2] . From (1.6), its group D is isomorphic with the additive group 7?".
Suppose that M' is another manifold carrying a conformally Riemannian structure. It also will give rise to a manifold B' carrying a 2)-structure. In the next paragraph we shall prove the and we obtain a decomposition for their exterior derivatives. It can be show that
Following the general method, we calculate ^IT, dp^ and then put Using the local product structure of B and B'\ we define a local difTeomorphism co of Vy, onto V'y., by the mapping
where the functions are to be evaluated at m^. In terms of the local product structure, 0 z= ^1 exp (-f^/n) X^ I-V". ta dx.
We have a similar expression for (T and consequently
Using (2.2) we find that on Vy, (2.3) ^cr:=o. that Jhb W is a neighbourhood Uy. of m which admits coordinates x and that readmits coordinates (^, o'). Similar remarks apply to W and so î s represented by equations
x'•--x\x^ <v), w'-^-iw'^x, w).
But since the components 0^ dx 11 of 0 are independent, it follows from (2. We require some preliminary results and we first calculate the functions /.a3 explicitly. Defining the functions 0-03, 0^3, with values in 7?", on Uy, n Ub y the equations
it follows tli at
Then, using the definitions of paragraph 1, we find that
Consequently, if we substitute 0 =: (/7* /7l*^3 ) (b" exp (-f^/n) ,33, it follows that
We next define functions pai with values in 7?", on Uy, by tlie equations (3.4) 6/logi-ra '-''"^^a.
Then, from the equations (2.2) of [1] for ^a3?
ya^l^l'^^^-^ap^r-r^logl^a^l'-
and consequently on U^ r\ U(
3.5)
\^\' /n q^== ^Pa,3+^a.3pa[-^3| -p;3.
We are now ready to construct a diffeomorphism mapping B^ onto /?'. Using 4. The conformal connection of T. Y. Thomas. -We found that the solution of the local equivalence problem for conformally Riemannian structures given in [1] was related to the normal conformal connection ofE. Cartan. We now show that the solution given in this paper is related to the conformal connection of T. Y. THOMAS [3] .
Suppose that ^/admits a conformally Riemannian structure. In terms of the natural coframe dxy,^ the local Riemannian metric ^a^a on Uy, can be expressed as The connection introduced by THOMAS is a connection in tills bundle and is defined, relative to the above cocycle, by local forms Aa on Uy, given by
A.
--Jn\dx^ Tn^K^--(clf^l rim*(G^ Qy.)
--W* ( dxy, Gy,)
}^
The bundle ^ has a subordinate structure whose group A consists of matrices
where y is an orthogonal matrix. A reduction of the cocycle is effected by the local functions Xy, on Uy,^ with values in GL(n 4-2, /?), denned bŷ
since it can be shown that on I r^ r\ ^3
"-ia^aS^1 Zy.-=~-A^z^ Ia== \3+ -^<7ap.
All the funclions on Uy, r\ ^ involved above are to be evaluated at 7n^.
We set up a local diffeomorphism of Uy, x K onto Uy, x Z x /?" 
